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This exhibition features contemporary Indigenous works in beadwork and painting, alongside traditional art forms 

and practices in birch bark biting and Métis weaving, to consider the cultural significance of geometric and floral 

patterns to Indigenous peoples, historically being passed down from one generation to the next and now are 

being reclaimed and re-contextualized by contemporary Indigenous artists. Featuring new acquisitions to the 

MJM&AG Permanent Collection of the works of Saskatchewan artists Catherine Blackburn and Ruth Cuthand, this 

exhibit is presented to compliment and dialogue with Blackburn’s exhibition, New Age Warriors, featured in the 

main gallery.  

 

Catherine Blackburn is a contemporary Saskatchewan artist, born in Ile a la Crosse Saskatchewan, of Dene and 
European ancestry and is a member of the English River First Nation. She grew up in the small rural town of 
Choiceland, Saskatchewan and holds a BFA from the University of Saskatchewan. Blackburn’s work embraces two 



inspirations in her life - family and culture. Through the subject of family, she is inspired to express her own 
feelings and experiences which speak to the complexities of memory, history and cultural identity. Her art merges 
contemporary concepts with elements of traditional Dene culture, simultaneously exploring the significance and 
history of certain materials and their role in the fur trade. This direct relationship to her European and Dene 
heritage challenges her to create innovative work that encourages dialogue between traditional art forms and 
new interpretations of them. Through these overlapping themes of relationships, history, and identity, she hopes 
to weave a strong message of connection, kinship, and resiliency. 
 
Métis artist Bob Boyer (1948-2004) was born in Prince Albert and attended the University of Saskatchewan's 
Regina Campus, earning a Bachelor of Education (Art) degree in 1971. He worked in a number of education, art, 
and community positions, including Department Head of Indian Fine Arts at the Saskatchewan Indian Federated 
College (now First Nations University of Canada) in Regina, teaching art and art history there until his death in 
2004. Boyer began experimenting in the late 1970s with large-scale abstract oil paintings, using vibrant colours 
informed by personal experiences and the geometric forms of Plains First Nations beadwork. While Boyer worked 
in a variety of media throughout his career, he is perhaps best known for his acclaimed series of blanket 
paintings. Using flannel blankets as the painting surface, Boyer combined elements of historical Northern Plains 
design with personal symbology and contemporary references. For the most part, these "blanket statements" are 
politically-charged depictions of the devastating impact of colonial imperatives upon Indigenous philosophies, 
land, religions and cultures. During the last decade of his life, Boyer experimented with a variety of media, 
including fresco, and produced work which celebrated Indigenous experience, cosmology and spirituality 
throughout the world.  

Ruth Cuthand was born on Treaty 6 Land, of Plains Cree and Scottish ancestry. She grew up in Alberta near the 

Blood Reserve, where at the age of eight she met artist Gerald Tailfeathers and decided that she too wanted to 

be an artist. Cuthand studied at the University of Regina in 1977 before completing her Bachelor of Fine Arts in 

Saskatoon at the University of Saskatchewan in 1983. She later pursued post-graduate studies at the University of 

Montana (1985), completing her Master of Fine Arts at the University of Saskatchewan (1992). Cuthand is a multi-

media artist who has worked in printmaking, painting, drawing, photography and beadwork throughout her 

career, challenging perspectives on colonialism with a practice marked by political critique that is often darkly 

humourous. Her works “talk back” to mainstream media and colonial society, addressing the frictions between 

cultures and the failures of representation.  

 

Angelique Merasty (1924 - 1996) was a Saskatchewan artist, of the Woodland Cree Nation. She was born in 

Beaver Lake, where she spent most of her life practicing and selling her artwork. She was best known for her 

birch-bark bitings, the Indigenous art practice of dentally perforating designs into folded sheets of thin bark, one 

of the oldest Indigenous art forms traditionally practiced by First Nations women. While most birch-bark biters 

created designs with lines, Merasty used a pointillist approach and created complex symmetrical images of 

flowers, insects, animals, and landscape sceneries. She died at the age of 66, being one of the last recorded artists 

to maintain the Indigenous, traditional art of birch-bark biting. Merasty's work is showcased in several Canadian 

museums. 


